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MUSIC 

 

WOMAN:  One of the contractors had hired somebody who is ex-

GCHQ to try and match up the writing styles and identify people in that way. 

 

COX: Welcome to a world of intrigue and paranoia. 

 

TOM: This represents a fraud of $2 billion.  It’s quite easy to 

know who is doing this.  Even as a researcher I could provide a list of names.  But I’m not 

going to stand up in public and say that.  You could get killed for that amount of money. 

 

COX: These aren’t spooks or undercover police – they’re 

working on UK-funded aid projects.  This is a world where people don’t like to speak 

publicly.  They’re scared for their jobs or their livelihood.  I have been investigating a 

complex and labyrinthine landscape, trying to make sense of where Britain’s money is going 

and whether we are getting value for money for the £12 billion aid budget. 

  

SIGNATURE TUNE 

 

ACTUALITY OF TRAFFIC 
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COX: My journey into the aid world started in Nepal, when it 

was struck by a second major earthquake last month. 

I have just come about ten minutes out of Kathmandu; it is totally devastated here.  I’m just 

beside, well what was a house, is now just a pile of rubble.  There’s actually a big metal 

telephone pole that’s sticking out of the ground.  Another collapsed house next to me.  A 

huge wall, maybe forty feet high, with a big crack running through it, and it looks incredibly 

unstable.  There are just a couple of motorbikes going past it now, people walking past this 

wall that looks incredibly unstable.  I have been told 25 people died here, and actually there is 

still – I’ve just walked past somewhere there is definitely quite a rank smell.  This little cavity 

here in this house, they took some bodies out of here? 

 

SHERPA: Yes, they have many, many, everywhere, they have a 

lot of bodies take out.  Everybody there can’t get chance to move out because a very, very 

high building, there’s people who is up there that have no chance to run away. 

 

ACTUALITY OF CONSTRUCTION WORK 

 

COX: Over half a million homes will need to be rebuilt in 

villages like this one I visited, where a mother and her son were killed when their house 

collapsed.  The UK has donated the most to Nepal’s emergency relief effort, but long before 

the earthquake Nepal has had a lot of long term development aid from Britain and I wanted to 

know how effective it’s been.  

 

ACTUALITY IN OFFICE 

 

COX: So I’m back in London I have started ploughing 

through the reports and assessments by DFID of their Nepal projects, and there are lots of 

positive examples – making schools and hospitals earthquake-proof, putting money into 

healthcare - but there are some negative ones as well.  For example, there’s a rehabilitation 

programme for 20,000 ex-combatants.  It only helped six people and over half a billion 

pounds in British aid has gone to Nepal in the last decade. This man, who we are calling, 

Peter, has worked as an international adviser in Nepal since 2006.  Now like many of the 

people I spoke to, he’s scared to openly criticise DFID.  This will be a feature of many others 
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COX cont: you hear in this programme.  He still works in the 

sector so his words are spoken by someone else. 

 

PETER: My main concern at the moment is that we have had 

nearly a decade of post-conflict funding and there is no serious thinking or evaluation about 

what has and what hasn’t worked from that decade of large-scale funding.  Now we are into a 

reconstruction phase.  Now what would be useful in deciding how to deliver massive 

amounts of new aid money is to know what worked over the last ten years and it’s just not 

available. 

 

COX: Whenever you talk to someone about aid in Nepal, the 

Big ‘C’ word crops up – corruption.  Charities, Government, the United Nations - everyone I 

talked to in the country brought it up.  Not surprising really, as Nepal is ranked as one of the 

most corrupt nations on earth.  So how does this corruption affect aid in Nepal? 

 

PETER: The anecdotal evidence is so extensive of corruption 

and nepotism and creaming off and political patronage, I don’t think even the civil servants or 

politicians involved in this actually deny it - or very few of them. 

 

COX: And what about the donors?  Do DFID know this is 

going on and they just accept it? 

 

PETER: Logically, they should know that things are happening. 

I mean, if you have a large scale project which is leaking, then it is not necessarily easy to 

remedy it without putting the whole project at risk, but that is the challenge they are faced 

with and they are denying the problem. Which is not helpful, and it would be better to say, 

‘Yes, we have got problems,’ and to deal with them. 

 

COX: What do DFID make of this?  We asked them for an 

interview but they refused to talk about how they spend almost £12 billion of taxpayers’ 

money.  This is protected from cuts and it’s going to increase even further as the economy 

grows, as the UK is committed to spend 0.7% of national income on aid.  Now DFID have 

promised to send me an email with some answers to my questions.  I’ve been waiting for it 

and I see it is in my inbox.  It’s not very long, just a few sentences.  It says that UK aid only 
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COX cont: goes where it’s most needed and it goes on to say 

DFID has a zero tolerance approach to corruption, but it doesn’t actually answer any of the 

specific points about Nepal or any of the specific ones that you’re going to hear in this 

programme.  Nepal certainly isn’t the only country where DFID works where corruption is 

endemic.  Nigeria fares even worse on corruption indices, but receives a lot more UK 

taxpayers’ money - almost £250 million a year.  And it was from Nigeria that I heard a 

remarkable tale about the leather industry. 

 

ACTUALITY AT ABBATOIR 

 

COX: This is Kara abattoir in northern Nigeria.  It’s a big 

local employer – ten thousand people work here.  DFID wanted to help grow this sector to 

reduce Nigeria’s dependence on oil. So it spent almost £9 million on a programme called 

Growth and Empowerment in States – or GEMS 1 for short - to strengthen the meat and 

leather sector.  The Nigerian Government also gave a 30% subsidy to exporters of leather. 

But there was a problem, as this consultant explained to me. We are calling him Tom.  He 

still works for big aid companies, so we got someone else to speak his words. 

 

TOM: I’ve had a look at this as part of my research on the 

subject. A fair number of development professionals who either work or have worked in 

Nigeria query providing donor support to the Government there because of rampant 

corruption.  This is a classic case of the sort of subsidy abuse that occurs.  If you can get a big 

subsidy – and 30% is huge - on your exports this opens the way for corrupt practices like 

chronically over-invoicing your shipments. 

 

COX: There were concerns that this system was being 

abused, so consultants decided to look into this.  And I’ve got hold of a copy of their report 

here and this is the bit that really stands out.  There’s a table here showing that in 2010 there 

was a 700% increase in leather exports – the bulk of which went to Italy.   

 

TOM: Over-invoicing is fairly simple, but the level of this 

scam. I gather from talking to people in the industry internationally that the 2010 figures 

would have required tens of millions of animals to be slaughtered in that one year and their 

hides tanned – an impossibility.  So what you do is you ship empty containers full of rocks, 
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TOM cont: get someone in Customs to sign off that they are 

official exports without checking their contents, get some paperwork done in the importing 

country and then collect up some un-bankable cash that needs cleaning, so to speak, and send 

it back to Nigeria, where the Government pays you an extra 30% for your laundry work and 

issues you with a tradable Foreign Currency certificate. Funds now as white as snow and 

fully legal. You don’t even have to export the leather.  

 

COX: What did they do about it?  

 

TOM: Who – the project or DFID?  The guys involved were a 

bit shocked.  They got the feeling that DFID would have preferred not to have been told.  

They have guidelines for reporting corruption in the projects – misappropriated funds, dodgy 

contracting etc, but not really a policy about corruption at a national level. The guys in the 

project were very disillusioned.  I mean, you can imagine, they have just uncovered a fraud 

worth $2 billion actually in the official statistics – basically in plain sight and no one wants to 

do anything about it.  Why spend £9 million of taxpayers’ money to help an important 

industry in a country when there is this level of basic theft going on? 

 

COX: This seems pretty amazing – that DFID was told about 

a massive potential fraud and did nothing about it.  Well, that’s as far as we know, because – 

you know the story by now – they wouldn’t be interviewed.  But remember that email I got 

from them?  Well, we did ask them about this, but it doesn’t actually address the specific 

allegation that they ignored this big fraud.  It just says this: 

  

READER IN STUDIO: We have a zero tolerance approach to corruption, and 

where there are concerns, we take swift and robust action. 

 

COX: But what about the programmes themselves?  How 

effective are they in Nigeria?  Well, this is what I’ve spent a lot of my time doing in the past 

month, which is ploughing through report after report, and this is DFID’s analysis of a project 

called GEMS 2, to boost the construction sector in Nigeria, to get more women working on it 

and to drive up incomes. Now it was run by an aid consultancy called Coffey International – 

they do a lot of DFID work.  One of its key objectives was to increase incomes by half a 

billion pounds.  It actually raised them by less than £200,000 and the project was cut short 
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COX cont: after spending £5.5 million.  But even though DFID 

says its results were disappointing, it still gave it an A grade.  And when you dig a little 

deeper, even some of the supposed successes aren’t quite what they seem.  This man, who we 

are calling Michael, is a consultant who has worked extensively for DFID in Nigeria.  He 

knows a lot about the GEMS project.  He told me about the creation of a database for a trade 

association, which on the face of it sounded like it was working well.  He wants to keep his 

job, so his words are spoken by an actor. 

 

MICHAEL: It would be like what you get in the UK- rated.com or 

something, you know.  It is getting plumbers, electricians connected with construction 

companies and so on, so they want 165 names on a database and they got 600 names on a 

database so they get an A for exceeding their target.  When you read the narrative underneath, 

they acknowledge that they have achieved that, but it was utterly meaningless, because the 

business organisation couldn’t pay its rent, was kicked out of its office, didn’t own a 

computer, so you would never use this database in a month of Sundays.  But because the 

number said, ‘You must get 160 names on a database,’ they got 600 names on so it all looks 

rosy in the garden, but the efficacy of it was absolutely meaningless.  

 

COX: We wanted to speak to someone from Coffey 

International, but they didn’t want to be interviewed.  They did send us a statement which 

says the project delivered a number of sustainable results.   It enhanced the representation of 

women in the construction sector, they set up several associations to help them and it’s 

generated increased incomes for women.  When you look at the evaluations of aid projects 

generally, there’s always a lot of numbers flying around about the benefits. Michael says, as a 

development consultant, he’s become increasingly wary about these. 

  

MICHAEL: Well, you’re finding more and more of these various 

things out there which force you to count numbers and look at things and play the numbers 

game.  When you step back as a development professional and say, ‘what does any of this 

really mean?’ it’s usually questionable.  There’s a series of numbers, and if you can show 

your numbers are above the target numbers, then you, you know, you get an excellent mark.  

That assumes these numbers have any validity whatsoever, and increasingly they don’t. 
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COX: This is what we were told again and again by 

consultants working in the aid sector – that there’s a numbers game – and insiders 

questioning this can find themselves being tracked down. 

 

WOMAN: One of the contractors had hired somebody who is ex-

GCHQ to try and look at the writing style and see if they could link that with other things 

they've seen, to try and match up the writing styles and identify people in that way. 

 

COX: This person works as an international consultant and 

also contributes to an aid development blog, written by people who’ve run projects, been 

consultants.  And if what she’s saying is true, why would an aid contractor hire a former 

spook to track down someone who, after all, is just contributing to a blog? 

 

WOMAN: They’re annoyed that there’s a sense that we are letting 

the side down, but also I think it’s because we are getting at a nasty hidden truth that many 

people involved in development will accept.  So I think that’s what’s driven them.  

 

COX: She explained how the relationship has developed 

between DFID and the consultants, particularly over the assessment of aid projects. 

 

WOMAN: So staff now get judged on the basis of how these 

projects are performing and how these projects are spending, and you have this mutual 

dependence between staff and the contractors.  This tacit collusion that whatever you do, 

you’ve got to make sure you spend your money and make sure you get the right score 

according to the rating structure they have.  And the rating structure is a racket, it’s a racket.  

 

COX: So why is it a racket? 

 

WOMAN: Because projects have to get a certain rating, 

sometimes to get more funds and to get particular bonuses, but the staff themselves have to 

get particular ratings for projects if they are to receive a good appraisal.  This is all 

supposedly about making the world a better place, about poverty reduction.  It’s a bit odd, to 

say the least, and I think what’s particularly troubling is that people’s heads get turned by all 

that money. 
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COX:     We are certainly not the only ones keeping tabs on the 

aid sector, although after ploughing through the umpteenth assessment and report, it did 

begin to feel like we were.  But DFID has its own watchdog.  It’s another acronym – ICAI – 

or the Independent Commission on Aid Impact.  They produced 120 reports on DFID 

projects and only one has been given the worst red rating and then closed down.  ICAI’s 

Chief Commissioner, Graham Ward, says although he’s seen many good examples, he has 

noticed how at times pretty big claims are made about how many people have benefited from 

projects.  

 

WARD: Certainly we’ve seen and reported on what I might call 

optimistic use of language in relation to these things, so people will say, you know, ‘We have 

reached x million individuals.’  When we delve into this, we find that, for instance, quite a 

large proportion in one instance I can think of, which was, I think it was in Ethiopia, reach 

meant that they’d broadcast a radio program, which of course is a good thing to do in terms 

of getting out to people, but that was their definition of reach there.  It wasn't actually 

individual meetings with individual people to help them, and so the definition is quite 

tricky.  There was a claim that a particular road had been started on a particular date.  When 

we investigated what that meant, ‘started’ meant that they’d commissioned somebody to 

research how the road could be built.   

 

COX: Shouldn’t there be more robust mechanisms for 

questioning those, because if billions of pounds of taxpayers’ money is going into these aid 

projects and it is a bit of smoke and mirrors, isn’t it - claiming these things, using language 

that tries to talk up the effects and the benefits of some of these projects. 

 

WARD: Smoke and mirrors isn’t language that I would use, but 

what we have said is that it’s important to be transparent about what you mean.  If you say 

that you’ve started building a road, you should be clear as to what you mean by doing that. 

To be fair, DFID are more transparent than many aid organisations in terms of what they do, 

but I think they could go further. 
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ACTUALITY OF BELLS RINGING, STREET NOISE 

 

COX: A lot of these DFID projects are now delivered by big 

aid consultancy firms – for example, Coffey International, who ran the GEMS 2 construction 

project in Nigeria, saw its profits increase 30% last year to over £4.7 million.  DAI Europe, 

another big recipient of DFID funds, their profits almost doubled in their last accounts to  

£3.3 million. Its highest paid director received over £270,000.  But dwarfing these is Adam 

Smith International.  It’s currently based at Albert Embankment, just a stone’s throw from 

here at Parliament, and I’ve got their last accounts here.  They made over £10 million in 

profits after tax – that’s a 50% increase on the previous year and these profits have more than 

doubled in four years.  Its directors shared over £800,000 with one receiving over £275,000.   

So how do these firms make their money?  The fees that they charge vary from one company 

to another.  But we spoke to one contractor who has worked in the aid sector for thirty years.  

He doesn’t want to be identified as he still works for big international firms, so once again 

we’ve had an actor re-voice his words. 

 

RICHARD: They put all their margin on the fees.  For example, I 

submit a time sheet every month, and the timesheet goes into DFID and then they bill DFID 

the agreed daily rate for me, which I think is £700.  Okay, and then I get £500 of that, so 

they’re making £200 every day I work. 

 

COX: Every day? 

 

RICHARD: Yeah, well, every day I work.  We don’t have a seven 

day week.  We would have some junior people working on a programme - kind of a field 

officer.  We would have him at DFID at about £120 a day, and they would pay him his salary 

in the local currency, and I suppose if you worked out all his benefits, housing allowance and 

all that, it would cost us 40, 45 quid a day for him, and that’s how the company makes their 

money.  One of the best kept secrets in a programme is you never, ever, ever show your 

contract figures to the local staff, otherwise there’d be a riot. 

 

COX: And on the bigger projects there is more scope to make 

more money. 
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RICHARD: Most of the money comes direct from all the staff fees. 

Which means, of course, if you’ve got a very, very big programme, and you can argue that 

your very, very big programme only has very, very important foreign consultants on it, 

advising on legal issues, land tenure and improving the road network.  If you are doing that, 

then you’ve got more fees, people, more British-based consultants on your books, then of 

course the amount of money you are making is staggering. 

 

COX: When companies though are making 30, 40, 100s of 

percent, you talk about on top of what the staff are actually getting paid, that doesn’t seem a 

very transparent way of using the aid budget? 

 

RICHARD; No, but it’s the way things have been for years. 

 

COX: There has been some scrutiny of this - the Commons 

Public Accounts Committee looked at it in 2013 as part of an aid review. It said excessive 

payments undermine public confidence, that aid money is being spent well and that DFID 

may not be maximising value for money in its contracts due to a lack of competition.  The 

combative former head of the Public Accounts Committee, Margaret Hodge, remembers the 

inquiry well. 

 

HODGE: They had got rid of the expertise in house – absurd – so 

what do they then do?  They employ much more expensive consultants, who have massive 

mark-ups, to do the work that DFID civil servants used to do in the past.  It’s just mad, 

terrible waste of money, and I think it’s a sort of short sightedness which was one of the 

general findings we found when we looked at value for money. 

 

COX: Is there nothing that can be done about the mark-ups, 

because when we’ve talked to consultants, they’ll say they’ll be putting 40% - in some cases 

over 100% - on top of what they’re actually paying their staff? 

 

HODGE: We are not tough enough at negotiating good rates 

when we do these commercial negotiations.  Is it right that any of these consultants should be 

making an arm and a leg at the expense of the world’s poorest people, in the world’s poorest 

countries? 
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COX: I know often the benchmark of these things nowadays 

– the Prime Minister’s salary and the comparison to that – but looking at, for example, Adam 

Smith International, their top four directors last year, over £200,000, one of them £275,000. 

 

HODGE: And when I raised that, I got a very angry, long tirade 

from Adam Smith International, trying to justify their high salaries.  I just don’t get it. 

 

COX: So are these salaries excessive?  Mark Tomlinson 

worked for the World Bank in Nigeria – one of the so-called multilateral agencies – and now 

he is a consultant for Adam Smith International. 

 

TOMLINSON: In any line of business or walk of life, there is a 

marketplace, and the multilaterals or DFID go to the marketplace and recruit the skills they 

need.  And DFID drives a hard bargain and I think the independent reviews have shown that. 

 

COX: One of the interesting things that people have talked to 

us about is the mark-up.  You will get your fee, whatever it is, and that firms may charge 

40%, 50%, sometimes for more junior staff, 100% on top of what the staff are getting, and 

that just didn’t seem right that there wasn’t any kind of control with that. 

 

TOMLINSON: People looking at this with those concerns should not 

think of those margins as profit.  The overheads have to be covered from somewhere, and the 

margin which applies to me, as any other consultant, will go some way to providing the fixed 

facilities needed to undertake the assignment, so it is not just pure profit, pure fat. 

  

COX: The Department for International Development argues 

that consultants are highly effective and value for money.  But are they?  Once again Nigeria 

provides a useful example, although you have to dig down in the detail to get some 

answers.  Adam Smith International ran a programme called GEMS 3 here.  You`ve already 

heard about GEMS 1 and 2, but this one is different; it’s about supporting the business 

environment in Nigeria. Geraldine Okuru is one of the managers of the GEMS 3 project. 
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OKURU: What we have been doing is to work with people in the 

market environment, and by this I don’t mean middle class people, I mean people actually 

who are selling their wares and goods, vegetables and stuff like that along roadsides. To help 

them not be harassed anymore by local government officials, help them to stop being 

vulnerable to payment of multiple and largely illegal taxes in the markets, and they are able 

now to resist any request for illegal taxes or nuisance taxes.  So this has, in real terms, 

amounted to increases in income savings and a large amount of people have been able to 

reinvest and plough those savings back into growing their micro-enterprises, so these are the 

kind of things that we have achieved.  There has been a tangible impact. 

 

COX: But is this value for money?  DFID’s own review says 

it spent £2.32 for every extra pound of increased income for a Nigerian worker – now that 

doesn’t sound great to me, especially as the project cost £20 million.  What does Margaret 

Hodge, scourge of government spending, make of this? 

 

HODGE: The question I would immediately ask is, where has 

that gone?  If it’s actually technical expertise that is in businesses in Nigeria, well that is the 

nature of the project, that might be all right and value for money.  But at the very least there 

should be transparency around that, we should know, because as a crude statistic, it raises all 

sorts of questions which need to be answered. 

 

COX: There was another interesting figure on that.  To 

generate a pound of increased income for the business actually cost £2.32. 

 

HODGE: [Laughs] 

 

COX: On the face of it, that doesn’t seem like value for 

money, but I just wonder whether there is a way of justifying that. 

 

HODGE: I’d find that really difficult to justify.  You’d be better 

giving the businesses just money straight out, wouldn’t you, in a grant?  All this comes back 

to sort of real, tough, common sense monitoring, which DFID is unable to undertake because, 

in the deficit reduction programme, they’ve cut those in-house resources that would have 

done that work. 
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COX: When DFID themselves had looked at that figure – 

they’d spent £2.32 to generate £1 of income – they realised, they say themselves, it wasn’t 

value for money, but they carry on funding it.  Does that seem strange that they would do 

that? 

 

HODGE: Yes, I would hope that my successor will ask them 

questions about that.  I am puzzled by that and I would like to ask the question why. 

 

COX: Well, I got the answer from Geraldine Okuru, who is 

manager of the Gems Project for Adam Smith International in Nigeria.  

 

OKURU: When you are embarking on a programme of this sort, 

there’s a lot of investment usually at this stage, the pilot stage.  You need to take time, know 

who can work with you to bring about the change that you want to bring about and then start 

to implement, you know, proof of concept intervention.  When you are now satisfied that 

yeah, this concept can fly, then you scale up.  This is the approach we’ve taken, so our cost 

now for each additional £1 of income generated by Nigerian enterprises and households is 

23p.  We project that this will drop to 15p by next July and to 7p by the end of this 

programme in 2017. 

 

COX: But I suppose it had taken £20 million had been spent 

when this £2.32 figure was still in play.  The figure has come down now, but you had already 

spent £20 million before getting to that figure. 

 

OKURU: Yes, but by our calculations now, we have a 3.6% 

increase in GDP, which is huge for a country like this. 

 

COX: It can be difficult to assess some of these projects, but 

there are some that do seem easier to measure. 

 

ACTUALITY OF GENERATOR 
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COX: This is a sound you hear all over Nigeria – the constant 

hum of generators.  Over half the population – that’s 80 million people - has no electricity at 

all.  But a British-funded aid project has been trying to change this. 

 

TOMLINSON: Today in the UK there is about 60,000 megawatts of 

power supply running for about 60 million people, and today here in Nigeria, there is 4,000 

megawatts of electricity supply running to supply nearly three times that population, and 

there is very little you can do without electricity. 

 

COX: Mark Tomlinson is Managing Director of the Nigeria 

Infrastructure Advisory Facility, which is run by Adam Smith International.  It’s received 

£100 million in UK aid money, half of which has gone towards helping the Nigerian 

Government privatise the power sector. 

 

TOMLINSON: We’ve gone from 2007 crisis, where supply was 

actually contracting.  Supply today remains inadequate, but has already doubled, and we’ve 

gone from a situation where there was no money coming into the sector at all to one where, I 

was talking the day before yesterday to the bulk electricity supplier who is responsible for 

procuring new power stations, and they have eighty private proposals before them, which 

they are sifting through. So it is becoming an investable space, and for the first time there is 

interest in private investors bringing their money into the sector to help the government with 

this chronic challenge. 

 

COX: So what difference has this made to Nigerians? Ayo 

Kolawole runs a printers in Lagos. 

 

KOLAWOLE: We get electricity two hours in timeframe of two days.  

As a printer, you have customers that you want to print and you have given them a timeline 

and generator developing faults at the wrong time, just slows down that.  The cost of 

maintaining, the cost of buying diesel, it soaks my profits.  It is very difficult for my business 

in a lot of ways.  Very, very, very difficult. 
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COX: This didn’t seem to chime with claims of improved 

power supply.  Ken Henshaw is from the group Social Action in Nigeria and has been 

keeping a close eye on the privatisation.  I caught up with him during a flying visit he was 

making to the UK. 

 

HENSHAW: I can tell you clearly from my personal experience, we 

have a situation where public power sometimes goes off as much as one month.  Where I 

live, I know that the transformer, the transformer system, you know, that steps down 

electricity to homes, I paid 30,000 naira as contribution, you know, to buy it.  We bought our 

own transformer, and still I don’t have 24 hour power supply.  Recently I went to a hospital,  

The head of the hospital, she broke down in tears.  She told me that just the day previous, in 

the night, she had delivered a baby with a torch light, her mobile phone with a torch light in 

her mouth.  So her two hands were busy and she had to put the torch light in her mouth to 

deliver a baby in the dark simply because the hospital has no electricity.  It is that bad.  If you 

have surgery or any kind of treatment as minor as appendicitis, right, you go to the hospital 

with your own generator – fact.  You go to the hospital with your generator fuelled, because 

the hospital doesn’t have any access to electricity.   

 

COX: I mean, that sounds incredible.  Patients at the hospital, 

you have to come with a generator to get an operation?  I mean, that sounds incredible. 

 

HENSHAW: I know it sounds incredible, but that is the truth. 

 

COX: There’s anecdotal evidence on the ground that the 

electricity supply hasn’t improved, but there is also data from the Nigerian electricity 

regulator, showing that earlier this year the supply had fallen to its lowest level for twelve 

months and that many areas had power for less than five hours a day.  But also with 

privatisation came new charges for consumers. 

 

HENSHAW: They introduced what they call fixed charges, and 

these are charges that you have to pay whether you have electricity or not in your house.  

They are monthly charges that you have to pay.  And of course prices have gone up 

tremendously since the entire privatisation process, and this policy has meant that more 

Nigerians have been driven far, far, far below the poverty line.  They simply cannot afford 
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HENSHAW cont: electricity. So in the countryside mostly we have a 

situation where many people depend on firewood, they have gone back to kerosene and so 

on.  So it has denied people access to electricity. 

 

COX: Mark Tomlinson is in charge of Adam Smith 

International’s UK-funded project helping to drive this privatisation.  What does he make of 

the criticism? 

 

TOMLINSON: I think the numbers speak for themselves.  Generating 

capacity has more than doubled, actual power supply has more than doubled and there is now 

considerable private investment in the sector. 

 

COX: One of the other points that was made to us from 

Nigerians on the ground is, as well as the supply still being very, very poor, they have seen an 

increase in charges, so they are actually paying more and they’re still not getting a decent 

power supply. 

 

TOMLINSON: Some people are paying more, others are paying less.  

The reforms include the introduction of a lifeline tariff to modest consumers.  Under the 

lifeline tariff, for example, I think it’s possible now for people to have a basic level of supply 

for about £8 a year.  The entire intent is to help Nigeria to get the non-oil economy to grow 

more quickly.  That is where most of Nigeria’s poor live, so we can be confident that the long 

term effect of this programme is going to be very positive in terms of helping Nigeria to get 

the non-oil economy to grow and reduce poverty. 

 

COX: Of course DFID, who fund this, wouldn’t talk to us, 

but Ken Henshaw had a meeting scheduled with an official, so maybe he could get some 

answers. 

 

ACTUALITY OUTDOORS 

 

COX: So its late afternoon and it’s a couple of hours since I 

met Ken.  He’s had his meeting with the Department for International Development, so I am 

going to find out how it went. 
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HENSHAW: She admitted that power was not reaching the majority 

of Nigerians, she admitted that much.  She also admitted that there are issues with the entire 

privatisation process. 

 

COX: Were you surprised that she accepted that it wasn’t 

working as well as it should be? 

 

HENSHAW: I was surprised, because this came in the first two 

minutes of the meeting, was the first time she said, gave me the impression that DFID is 

pretty much aware that there’s something essentially faulty about this.  But why they will not 

sit back and review the entire process is a question I am yet to answer. 

 

COX: Who to believe on this - Adam Smith International or 

campaigners on the ground?  It shows the problems of assessing aid projects. The aid 

watchdog, ICAI, has been doing this for the last four years.  It says many individual 

programmes funded by DFID are performing well and making a significant impact, but in 

report after report it points out a lack of an overall strategy.  I wondered if that was a worry 

for Graham Ward, ICAI’s Chief Commissioner. 

 

WARD: Yes it is, which is why we keep on raising the point.  

But we see relatively little evidence of truly comprehensively coherent programmes covering 

all of the different providers of aid within countries.  

 

COX: In the time that you’ve been operating, there’s been a 

big increase in the aid budget.  It’s a protected budget, so it will increase as the economy 

grows.  What do you think that the risks are of having that big increase in funding? 

 

WARD: The major risk of a big increase in funding like that is, 

is there the capacity within the institution to spend it effectively?  The view was that the 

capacity was developing but wasn’t yet there. So I think there is a need for greater capacity 

and I think that’s a point that DFID accept. 

 

COX: So what have I learned from my odyssey into the aid 

sector?  It’s an inherently messy business working in some of the world’s most difficult  
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COX cont: environments and not all of the programmes will work.  

But it’s frustrating and bemusing that DFID refuse to talk about how they are spending £12 

billion of taxpayers’ money.  And the move to fewer, bigger projects promising huge benefits 

means it’s much harder to get to the bottom of whether they are working, and to believe the 

sometimes massive claims that are made about their success.   And that will make it harder to 

justify the UK’s increasing aid budget. 

 

SIGNATURE TUNE  


